Diverse roles of Hcp family proteins in the environmental fitness and pathogenicity of Aeromonas hydrophila Chinese epidemic strain NJ-35.
The type VI secretion system (T6SS) has been considered as a crucial factor in bacterial competition and virulence. The hemolysin co-regulated protein (Hcp) is the hallmark of T6SS. The secretion of Hcp in Aeromonas hydrophila Chinese epidemic strain NJ-35 indicated a functional T6SS. In this study, three copies of the hcp gene were identified in the genome of strain NJ-35. We targeted these Hcp family proteins for generating deletion mutants. These mutants showed varying levels in Hcp production, the interaction with other bacteria or eukaryotic cells, and bacterial virulence. Hcp1 was necessary for T6SS assembly and played a predominant role in the bacterial competition; Hcp2 negatively functioned in the biofilm formation and bacterial adhesion and was more involved in the A. hydrophila virulence in zebrafish and survival against the predation of Tetrahymena, and Hcp3 positively influenced the biofilm formation and bacterial adhesion. These findings illustrate that the T6SS of A. hydrophila NJ-35 is active, and the three Hcp family proteins take part in different processes in environmental adaptation and virulence of this bacterium. This study will provide valuable insights into our understanding of microbial interactions and thus contribute to a broader effort to manipulate these interactions for therapeutic or environmental benefit.